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Abstract

Contemporary music has found different ways in order to realize new methods of compositions in a process of individualization. Many of its phenomena such as the abandonment of functional tonality have already been announced by composers such as Richard Wagner and during its development many scholars have come up with different systems in order to add something new to the existing material. The variety of new models such as the center tone-theory or open forms have a new challenge for music theory, which was used to give accurate definitions of a common denominator. This article wants to analyze those new methods and the importance to understand them in order to be able to give a clear analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Contemporary music is not something completely new to our ears, unlike the German term „Neue Musik“ suggests. This genre of music, which had its problems in establishing after 1945, has found its way to the most important concert halls of the world and developed into the maybe most multifaceted category the history of music has ever seen. Names like Olivier Messiaen, Karlheinz Stockhausen and Luciano Berio are only a few examples of the broad scale of composers and techniques, that contemporary music has brought to daylight. Except the establishment on the stages, there is also another challenge which contemporary music has to overcome – that of a discipline, which is maybe the oldest and most important in understanding the structure of music.

METHOD

To understand the theory and coherences of contemporary music, 5 analyses of the different theory conceptions were carried out. Therefore, a first look at the classical status of harmonic hierarchy was executed and its gradual transference to more complex structures. Finally, three different theory conceptions of contemporary music were analyzed as well and are demonstrated with the help of short illustrations to show their functionality and their new capacity in relation to classical theory.

Analysis 1: Unambigious music theory in the past

For centuries, music theory has been an important discipline to highlight structures and composition techniques of the great composers. A very famous term of this profession, which almost every music student has come across, is counterpoint. Among other fields, such as harmony teaching and morphology, counterpoint has developed into a scholarship, which investigates how the different parts of a fugue or a motet are put together and how special effects like the treatment of the harmo-
nic functions and dissonances have been executed. But music theory was not only the study of music of the past but also of music that is composed at the moment. Another task among historic study was therefore to set out rules, how music had to be put together properly. This led to very strict examples of musical law like four-part-writing with its prohibition of parallel fifths for instance (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1.** Four part-writing with 5th-parallel avoidance

The best proof of a strict and definite scholarship of music theory is maybe the publication *Gradus ad parnassum* by Austrian composer Johann Joseph Fux in 1725, which is still an essential Element of today’s counterpoint teaching in the maybe most dogmatic sense. Theories like the four part-sentence in music were not rules that lasted for an eternity and didn’t have a role like the law of grivity. But they reflect a momentum of music history, where a strict definition of reasonable music could be given and certain strategies of composing were simply inappropriate like the application of unresolved dissonances. This means on the one hand that at the time of J.J. Fux, it was quite possible to define well-sounding music. On the other hand, this leads us to the question why such restrictions were made at all and especially a musician of our time would wonder, why at those days sound material like certain dissonances were simply excluded. An easy answer could be that people during the time of Palestrina or Heinrich Schütz were not used to hear such “strange sounds” like unresolved dominant seventh chords or II-V-I-progressions and therefore, it would have sounded for them like a mispitched error, while today we can recognize such phenomena as a natural part of our musical surrounding.

However, we know that already musicians like Johann Sebastian Bach were about to break the dogmatic rules of proper harmony teaching. His technique of including complex harmonies in an interleaved pattern lead to the term of harmonic counterpoint, which defines the network of different harmonic functions related to each other and can be found even in only one part for instance in the arpeggios of the Cello Suite No. V BWV 1011. Another new feature of Bach is chromaticism, which means that the complete range of a scale-sector is used, like from a to g-sharp in the first bar of the prelude in Präludium & Fuge a-moll BWV 889. Music theory teaching after Bach included his style of composing and rose chromaticism and harmonic counterpoint to a new dogmatic rule of how proper counterpoint-writing should be executed. In other words new complexity, which was unheard of at the time, was integrated and strange habits became a substantial part of musical structure. The maybe best example is the well known sixte ajoutée, which was a very odd habit of the addition of a sixth in a chord on the fourth degree. In 1722, Jean Philippe Rameau give this appearance a proper name and included it in his textbook *Traité de l’Harmonie*.

Crystallization and shifting of rules has been common practice of music theory since the ancient Greek and their first scale theory of the *systema teleion*. Despite the complex additions to the codex of music theory, every new phenomenon could be described exactly with one term and clear definition. Thus, the appearances in music until the 20th century were successfully added in the catalogue of styles and counterpoint practices. Contemporary music however, has a challenge in this perspective.

**Analysis 2: Wagner and the announcement of free tonality**

It is not easy to give an exact definition, when contemporary music started. Many scholars start calling music after 1945 contemporary but as we will see, one if its most prominent theoretical phenomena started already many years earlier.

Richard Wagner composed an Opera in 1865, where a strange seventh-chord of the secondary dominant is combined with a diminished fifth in the bass and a sixth as derivation to the seventh, which is resolved again to a dominant seventh-chord with a derivation to the fifth by a sharpened fourth. This chain of derivations leads to the phenomenon that despite the root positions of secondary dominant and dominant, the leading tones in both chords disguise the progressions and moreover, the long duration of the derivating tones, the sixth and the fourth, prevent an accurate comprehension of the proper seventh and fifth – they become
an integral part of the chord itself.

Wagner’s often described and analyzed Tristan-chord is an early example of a structure of music dissolving itself from the gravity of tonality. In other words: The system, which was well constructed by scholars like Gottfried Weber with his publication Versuch einer geordneten Tonkunst and Simon Sechter’s fundamental bass-theory, is about to be left behind. Still, music has not arrived there yet in 1865, but Wagner’s extensive application of chord-derivations in altered chords and delayed resolutions are a premonition of what is about to happen.

Unlike the old situation in the time of composers like Bach, this time it won’t be enough simply to include the new dissonance-treatments into our catalogue of harmony teaching, because now music is about to call into question the organization of its foundation: functional tonality.

Figure 2. Scale degrees as the gravity of tonality.

The new changes of contemporary music, which have been announced in Wagner’s opera Tristan und Isolde, are about to be so grave that in order to understand them, we have to develop new analytical tools in music theory.

Analysis 3: Vagierende Akkorde

One of the first appearances of this new shift of gravity in contemporary music was in chord-structures, as the previous example demonstrated. In fact, altered chords in general were the starting point of this development, although they were not uncommon - we can even find the exact elements of the Tristan-chord in Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s Stringquartet E-flat-major KV 428 in the second movement, measures 18 and 19 (Amon, 200). But during these days, the composer was quite reluctant about re-interpreting those complex structures and preferred not to leave the universe of tonality and rather stayed on the ground. The first official textbook, which announced this prospect of ambiguous chords and their re-evaluation was Arnold Schönberg’s book Harmonielehre. Known as the father of the Second Viennese School, many people today forget about his intellectual input for music theory. It was Schönberg, who first investigated complex altered chords and found a name for their ambiguous nature: Vagierende Akkorde. Nevertheless, Harmonielehre is no manifest for a new theory of avantgarde, but a textbook for the proper harmony teaching student with all dogmatic resolutions and procedures, which scholars used to teach for centuries - except the last part, where he gives a perspective of the future of complex chords. Concerning the modern chord structures, which can be found particular in the works of Richard Wagner, Schönberg says: „Later, the student will be able to see the vagierenden Akkorde for what they really are, without tracing them back to a root or a function: homeless creatures, between the areas of the keys with a tremendous ability for adaption without independence; spies, looking for weaknesses to create diffusion; deserters, with the purpose to abandon their own personality; troublemakers in any sense, but even more: exhilarating companions“ (Schönberg, 1966). In other words, we are talking about a rebellion against the system of functional tonality but at the same time about enrichment for our musical material. It is a fundamental task for the scholar to see such chords beyond the boundaries of their roots, since their true harmonic power has nothing to do with this hierarchy according to Schönberg: „If we refrain from explaining the true roots of the chords, their effect will be much clearer for us.

We will understand then that such chords don’t necessarily have to appear in the function they are originally related to, because that climate of their descent has no influence on their true character (which is also the case with many other chords, as we will see).“ The last part of this quote may underline Schönberg’s
tendency to throw over the complete constructive base of functional harmony, but from today’s theory teaching methods we know that he was right about the ambiguous chords: Modulation as the art from getting from one key to another has established besides the method of direct reinterpretation through equal chords of different degrees, also reinterpretation through enharmonic equivalent, especially with an augmented chord on the secondary dominant and the diminished seventh-chord, which has become a classic of modern modulation procedure (Schönberg, 1966). These two examples of Vagierende Akkorde show, how their ambivalent nature can become useful for tonal composing. But as Schönberg mentioned as well, to discover their true value, we have to leave the gravity of root-harmony and change to a different perspective: „Because the control of a progression in such a case through observation of scale degrees and roots is difficult to handle, the student may try to control the melodic perspective instead.“ In this phrase, Schönberg pronounces one of the most important changes of perspective in the history of music, from harmonic paradigm to melody.
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**Figure 4.** Reinterpretation of complex chords.

**Analysis 4: Paul Hindemith and his center tone-theory**

In contemporary music, many people found different ways to establish new theories and methods of composing. However, one observation which they all shared was the insight that the material of functional harmony was too limited for a further development and had to be left – or altered. Schönberg’s method was to completely abandon any temptation of hierarchy in tonal structure like the fundamental bass-theory has executed for many centuries. This well known equality led to the twelve tone system and certain harmonic liberty, which was not shared by everybody at the time. One of the most famous opponents of this atonality was German composer and scholar Paul Hindemith. Instead of throwing away any kind of structural tonality, Hindemith suggested to keep a structure in music but based on a different level. Also for him, the functional scale degrees where not capable anymore to deliver the answer. Moreover, according to Hindemith they were just inaccurate, because they never considered an acoustic phenomenon of great importance: harmonic series. Concerning this phenomenon discovered by Pythagoras with his famous monochord-experiment and theoretically described by Jean-Baptiste Fournier in 1801, tones are related to a fundamental according to their frequency. For Hindemith, this should be considered as the real point of reference: In the interval of a fourth from g to c, the c is the real fundamental tone, because g is the sixth harmonic in the overtone row based on c. He also analyzed a range of different intervals according to their melodic and harmonic power: The third, as the old construction base of chords, is the one with the biggest harmonic power and the major second the one with the strongest melodic power. With this arsenal of new analyzed intervals, Hindemith constructs chords, which are not anymore based on the third-construction, but consist of many intervals like fourths, fifths or even seconds. The chord-structure is then based on the overtone-basis of the best interval. Each chord is then categorized into 2 groups regarding their interval-constitution: with tritone or without. This results into a strict control of harmonic gradient. We can see, that Hindemith’s center tone-theory freed music of scale degrees but installed a new form of hierarchy, which is not completely distant from major/minor-tonality. This new approach of music as an alteration can be seen as a challenge of the fundamental bass-theory with its thirds-layering. What in fact Hindemith really wanted to avoid with this concept, was the phenomenon Schönberg and Wagner were so aware of: ambiguous chords and especially their inversions (Hindemith, 1984).
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**Figure 5.** Harmonic series-frequencies
One of these possibilities is the opportunity for the performer to choose the beginning of a piece, which is written down and to continue from this point on as dictated by the sheet music. This is the case in Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI and what I call macroscopic openness. Another way is to choose from different elements the way they are put together - then the procedure from start to end has to be as given by the composer. Henry Pousseur used in Scambi a setting of tape excerpts, which segments could be put together individually and then had to be played in a given order. The interesting part of this microscopic openness is, that through every performance, the structural basis of the piece is reinvented every time. Through this method, especially Scambi has initiated a research project, to collect the executed performances in the past and the individual microstructure, which is related to each of them.

The third version of formal openness, is the maybe most popular one: Aleatoric. This term, strongly connected with the name of American composer John Cage, means in the first place the incorporation of coincidence. While macroscopic and microscopic openness offered some degree of specifiction, aleatoric composition seems to bring the process of musical individualization to a climax and is open on the macro- and microscopic level. For instance, Mauricio Kagel’s prima vista offers a slide show of symbols, which demand „acoustic events“ and are free in their sequence. What has developed into a variable form through freedom in some performance-aspects, is now a musical impetus, that is almost completely detached from any formal manifestation and leaves even more freedom to the performer. It is very important to mention these aspects of formal openness in context with the development of individualization, which implies the refusal of formal structures and tends to be in formal apparition more fluid than crystalline. This is why the term process becomes almost a surrogate for the term form and which is why Italian philosopher Umberto Eco used the term opera in movimento for this phenomenon in his publication Opera aperta (Eco, 1977).
CONCLUSIONS

The three models of contemporary theory in composing have shown one common denominator: classic music theory with tonality as the universal gravity has left the stage and therefore new individual systems have arrived that gradually left the old hierarchic structure and even musical form at the end behind. What implications does that have for music theory? On the one hand, this means that it has become more difficult to analyze music by classical means, such as for instance reduction-analysis founded by Heinrich Schenker or the functional-theory from Hugo Riemann. Some new theories like Hindemith’s center tone-theory have only a limited scope for his own compositions while others, like Schönberg’s dodecaphony or aleatoric forms, have a more broader application in the history of contemporary music. For music theory this means trying to keep up with individual systems and understanding them, without falling back to the classical schemes of analysis but at the same time to execute with clarity and focus. Even if contemporary composing has become a kaleidoscope of different theories and techniques, analysis should be able to give a definite result in observing and even interpreting structures, even with the ability to postulate legibilities, but of course valid only for a limited area. On the other hand, in order to do this, music theory has to invent new models and schemes to describe the new compositions and try to extract the structures which are contained in the artworks. It is the task for the future to act like the scholars in the past such as Rameau and Schenker did and to find out the underlying layers in the most complex and individual works music history has ever seen.
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